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Units Word Count Pages ISBN

Level 1 8 20 ~ 40 108 979-11-253-3509-2

Level 2 8 30 ~ 50 108 979-11-253-3510-8

Level 3 8 40 ~ 60 108 979-11-253-3511-5

Features
ㆍA step-by-step guided writing approach 
ㆍTwo model texts in each lesson 
ㆍVarious writing genres including essays, video scripts, diary entries, blog posts, and more 
ㆍGraphic organizers with detailed guidance 
ㆍAbundant vocabulary for confident self-expression 
ㆍInteresting and engaging topics related to students’ real lives 
ㆍ Fun and colorful images to introduce topics and key expressions 

Online Resources

Answer Keys MP3 Files Test Sheets Lesson Plans Word Lists Teacher’s 
Guide

Teaching 
Materials E-book

• • • • • • - •

A three-book series providing detailed guided 
writing practice for beginner students

NEW

Components: Student Book, Workbook

Focus: Writing CEFR:A1

Beginner

Student Book

Step 1 Get Ready
A colorful illustration at the beginning of every chapter helps students 
understand the writing topic in a fun, clear way. Students are 
immediately introduced to the type of writing and the writer’s purpose.

Step 8 Model 1
Model Text 1
A model text introduces the writing 
genre of the lesson with examples 
ranging from short essays and video 
scripts to diary entries and blog posts.

Comprehension
Students’ understanding 
of the model text is 
checked through Yes/ No 
questions.

Step 2 Vocabulary
Students learn key vocabulary words 
with pictures and practice them 
through various types of exercises.

Graphic Organizer
The graphic organizer helps 
students arrange and order 
the information provided in the 
model text.



Write It! Beginner

Step 4 
Model 2  Graphic Organizer
Students complete the graphic organizer by 
choosing from different expressions before 
rewriting the model text in the following step.

Model Text 2
By completing a modified version of 
the model text, students are exposed 
to additional examples and familiarize 
themselves with grammar naturally.

Step 5 
Sentence Practice
Students practice the target 
sentence structures that they will 
use to write about the given topic.

Revise & Edit
Students make changes to improve their writing based on the 
feedback they receive. 

Final Draft
Students neatly write their final drafts and 
share them with the class.

Step 6  Ideas
Students complete the graphic organizer to develop and 
organize their own ideas. Additional expressions are provided 
to help students personalize their writing.

Step 7  Draft
Students complete their first draft by 
following a paragraph guide based on the 
structure from the Ideas page.

Student Book

Step 8  Peer Check
A peer checklist is provided to encourage
students to find and correct mistakes in
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling in
their classmates’ writing.
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Units Word Count Pages ISBN

Level 1 8 70 ~ 80 128 979-11-253-3224-4

Level 2 8 80 ~ 90 128 979-11-253-3225-1

Level 3 8 90 ~ 100 128 979-11-253-3226-8

Features
ㆍA step-by-step guided writing approach
ㆍA comic strip in each lesson to introduce the topic, genre, and purpose of the writing
ㆍTwo model texts in each lesson to provide extra practice and reinforce comprehension
ㆍDifferent writing genres that encourage students to express ideas in distinct ways
ㆍGraphic organizers and detailed guidance to help organize the writing
ㆍSentence-building exercises that cover each unit’s key grammar structures
ㆍKey expressions to help expand students’ vocabulary
ㆍAdditional authentic written materials taken from real-life texts

Online Resources

Answer Keys MP3 Files Test Sheets Lesson Plans Word Lists Teacher’s 
Guide

Teaching 
Materials E-book

• • • • • • - •

Student Book

Step 2  Ideas
Students learn key vocabulary words and brainstorm 
additional examples based on the pictures.

Step 3  Model 
A model text introduces the writing genre of the lesson with 
examples ranging from short essays and emails to diary 
entries and online posts. 

Step 1  Get Ready
A comic strip at the beginning of every chapter helps 
students understand the writing topic in a fun, clear 
way. Students are immediately introduced to the type of 
writing, the  writer’s purpose, and the target audience.

A three-level writing series designed to introduce 
young learners to a step-by-step guided writing approach

Components: Student Book, Workbook

Focus: Writing CEFR: A2



Step 8  Real-life Writing
This section exposes students to authentic 
written materials. With examples from real-
life situations, such as camp leaflets and 
other advertisements, students maintain 
their interest and motivation in writing. 

Write It!

Step 4  Analysis
By reading and examining a modified version 
of the model text, students are exposed to 
additional examples and familiarize themselves 
with grammar naturally.

Step 6  Organization
Students complete the graphic organizer to develop and organize 
their own ideas. Additional expressions are provided to help 
students personalize their writing.

Model Organizer
The graphic organizer helps 
students arrange and order their 
thoughts following the structure 
of the model text.

Rewriting the Model
By rewriting parts of the model, 
students practice composing 
paragraphs using their own ideas.

Step 5  Sentence Practice
Students practice the target sentence structures that they will use to write about the given topic. Different 
activities allow students to practice using the sentence structures from the model text on their own.

Step 7  Draft
Students complete their first draft by 
following a paragraph guide based on the 
structure from the Organization page.
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Main Focus

Units Pages ISBN

Level 1 10 132 979-11-253-3512-2

Level 2 10 132 979-11-253-3513-9

Level 3 10 132 979-11-253-3514-6

Features
ㆍA process writing approach to encourage independent writing
ㆍTwo writing models for each paragraph and essay structure
ㆍEssential writing skills practice for different writing types
ㆍEasy-to-understand descriptions of organizational patterns
ㆍStep-by-step guided writing tasks
ㆍGraphic organizers for all writing to help in outlining
ㆍVarious topics related to students’ interests

Online Resources

Answer Keys MP3 Files Test Sheets Lesson Plans Word Lists Teacher’s 
Guide

Teaching 
Materials E-book

• • • • - • - •

A three-level writing series to help students develop their 
ideas into well-organized paragraphs and essays

NEW

Components: Student Book, Workbook

Focus: Writing CEFR: B2

Unit 1: Paragraph Structure

Unit 1: Patterns of Organization

Unit 1: Essay Structure 

Unit 2-10: Paragraph Writing

Unit 2-10: Paragraph Writing

Unit 2-10: Essay Writing

Book 1  Paragraph Writing

Book 2  Organization Patterns

Book 3  Essay Writing



Student Book 1 Student Book 2

Write It! Paragraph to Essay

This special unit introduces the different parts of a paragraph: the topic sentence, supporting sentences, and the closing 
sentence. The unit teaches students the basic structure of a paragraph and how to write each part.

This special unit focuses on different organizational patterns in writing: main idea and supporting details, 5W questions, time 
order, compare and contrast, cause and effect, and problem and solution. Each section teaches a different pattern of organization 
and how to visualize the text structure.

Unit 1: Paragraph Structure Unit 1: Patterns of Organization
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Student Book 3 Student Book

Write It! Paragraph to Essay

Unit 1: Essay Structure Step 1  Warm-Up & Writing Model 1
These sections help students become more familiar with the topic and introduce useful expressions and features 
of the type of writing that students will learn about in the unit.

Step 2  Sentence Practice & Writing Skills /
Organization
In these sections, students practice using the key 
sentence structures from the writing model. They also 
learn more about the necessary writing skills for each 
type of writing and organizational pattern.

This special unit focuses on the different parts of an essay: the introduction, the body paragraphs, and the conclusion. The unit 
teaches students the basic structure of an essay and how to write each part.

Unit 2-10: Paragraph / Essay Writing
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Workbook

Write It! Paragraph to Essay

Step 3  Writing Model 2
In Writing Model 2, students analyze the model text using the graphic organizer and outline. The activities help 
students develop a better understanding of what details to include in their writing and how to organize them.

Step 5  More Sentence Practice & More Writing Practice
Students practice additional key sentence structures and other useful writing activities to reinforce the unit’s key 
words or phrases and improve their writing.

Step 4  Writing Task
The Writing Task section consists of a step-by-step guide through the writing process, from brainstorming to 
outlining. Guided questions help students come up with ideas for their writing, while organizers and outlines 
help students structure their paragraphs/essays before they begin writing their first draft.

Step 6  First Draft & Final Draft
Students write their first draft and revise their writing following the Editor’s Checklist. The Teacher’s Comments 
and What I Did Well sections encourage students to review their work and help instill greater confidence in their 
writing.
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